### Article No. | PRODUCT | GW(KG)/CTN. | CBM/CTN | Dimension(cm) | DRAWING
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1930A  | **Hilton 5W LED shelf light**  
50/60Hz Class 1  
380 lumen for white version  
Zigen BGC 5W LED 3000K CRI >90  
With 40 deg lens  
Lifetime: 30,000 hrs  
With 2 x 5V 2A USB ports  
With step-dimmer switch (off, 25%, 50%, 100%) on the base  
**Letaron AED36-12VLSJ** driver  
- White(5R), Black (00), Structure black (P8)  
- Structure white(SR)  
- Satin Nickel (1N) | 15.7 | 0.0562 | 53.5*32.5*32.3 |  |